Press information

Volvo takes the lead in the heavyweight class
The Volvo FH16 is now being launched in a version for heavy haulage involving
gross combination weights of up to 295 tonnes. The combination of massive
power, agility and robust technology take Volvo to the very top of the
heavyweight class.

“This is a solution for the very heaviest and most demanding transport assignments, one
of the few solutions on the market capable of handling such high gross combination
weights,” says Hayder Wokil, product manager for the long-haul segment at Volvo
Trucks’ Europe Division.
Manoeuvrability and gentle starts

Volvo’s new heavyweight is a Volvo FH16 with a 16-litre engine producing 600
horsepower and 2800 Nm of torque. The engine is matched by a seven-speed automatic
transmission with a torque converter, a combination that allows the truck to start off
smoothly and improves its manoeuvrability at low speeds. The transmission also offers
benefits on the highway. The tall seventh gear makes it possible to maintain a high
average speed at relatively low engine revs. The 16-litre engine is equipped with
Volvo’s VEB+ engine brake, which offers braking effect of up to 425 kW. The
transmission features an integrated retarder which on its own offers braking power of up
to 450 kW.
Available as a tractor

The Volvo FH16 for heavy haulage operations is available as a tractor with leaf springs
or air suspension, and comes in a wide range of wheel and axle combinations.
“Transports hauling gross weights of more than 200 tonnes are a growing segment in
which we can now offer our customers a particularly strong alternative,” says Wokil.
“Both transport cost and fuel consumption per transported tonne are lower in heavy
haulage compared with rigs with lower gross combination weights, which benefits the
company’s economy as well as the environment in general.”
Volvo FH16 for heavy haulage operations of up to 295 tonnes

•

Engine: Volvo D16 producing 600 hp and 2800 Nm. Volvo Engine Brake
(VEB+) with maximum braking effect 425 kW.
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•
•

Gearbox: Automatic transmission with seven forward ratios and two reverse
gears. Integrated retarder with braking effect of up to 450 kW.
Rear axles: Two options with hub reduction, RT2610HV or RT3210HV.
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The Volvo FH16 is now available in a version for heavy haulage operations with gross
combination weights up to 295 tonnes. It is equipped with a 16-litre engine producing
600 horsepower and 2800 Nm of torque, matched to a seven-speed automatic
transmission with a torque converter.
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For further information, please contact:
Marie Vassiliadis, Media Relations Europe, phone +46 31 322 41 27, e-mail
marie.vassiliadis@volvo.com
Visit http://www.thenewsmarket.com/volvogroup to access broadcast-standard video about the Volvo Group’s various
production plants and products. You can download graphic images in the form of MPEG2 files or order them on Beta SP
tape. Registration and video are free to the media.
Images are available in the Volvo Trucks image bank http://imagegallery.vtc.volvo.se/.
Volvo Trucks provides complete transport solutions for professional and business-driven customers. The company
offers a full range of medium to heavy duty trucks worldwide, with a strong global network of 3,000 service points in
more than 140 countries. Volvo Trucks is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks,
buses and construction equipment, drive systems for marine and industrial applications, aerospace components and
services. The Group also provides solutions for financing and service.
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